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With aspirations to establish the Ardler
Open Championship as an annual
event in the body-building calendar, it
was strongly felt that a major refurbishment of the shower and changing areas was a necessity. The complex,
which features two squash courts, a
games hall with spectator gallery,
dance studio, cardiovascular fitness
room and a weights room, had periodically been upgraded over its operational lifespan, yet the shower and
changing areas were original from
when the Ardler Centre first opened,
38 years earlier in 1975. The grouped
shower installation comprised exposed
pipework runs, mechanical timed flow
controls and fixed shower heads - not
unlike the picture opposite. In addition,
all the shower heads were mounted,
for reasons unknown, at child height
such that an adult male would need to
crouch down to wash and rinse his
hair while trying to squeeze under the
shower so to avoid making contact
with the user opposite! The female
arrangement was not much better although formica dividers, typical of the

being to create a facility that would
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signed off, Ron Hutchison, our Sales

aesthetical reasons, Craig was keen to fication for this was to minimise the

Engineer for Scotland, pinged it over
to his contact in Architectural Services
– Richard Allen, Senior Building Services Engineer. Less than a week
later, Craig made contact for more information about the Duŝo, he had a
number of community centres in mind,
including Ardler. Craig says that he
was really taken with the aesthetics of
the Duŝo, feeling that it was very appropriate design for the statement that
they hoped to make. When first shown
to the Local Management Group at
Ardler there was great excitement and
strong buy-in to the Duŝo for its modern, attractive looks and functionality in particular its one minute duration
per actuation. Scott Rodgers, the Centre Manager, was thrilled to be offered
such a nicely designed shower: “ I

like its narrow shape and swan neck it ’ s really nice! ’ .
The refurbished facility comprises a
communal wet-room for the gents with
rubber flooring and 10 Duŝo columns
mounted on ‘ wet-wall ’ cladding –
no grouting required. The arrangement
is staggered giving 6 showers on one
wall and 4 on the other to allow maximum room for each user. The ladies
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ment and the Local Management

ship, “ Now we can be even more

control purposes and also to ensure

Group. David Dorward, Chief Execu-

proud to host our 2nd Open Bodybuild-

that if reactive maintenance was re-

tive of Dundee City Council has also

ing competition on Saturday 5th and

quired on a TMV, then it would mean

visited the facility to see the finished

Sunday 6th April ” , he said. We wish

that only one shower head need be

article himself. It is expected that

them well for a very successful event.

out of service. Of course, more mixing

Ardler will indeed become Dundee ’ s

valves means it ’ s a bigger job when it ‘ f lagship ’ facility and will provide the
comes to planned maintenance, but

blue-print for similar planned refurbish-

the teams agreed that under their own

ments across the city.
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particular circumstances, the pros for
this setup outweighed the cons. With

With around 80 competitors signed up

this set up it is also possible to have

and an expected audience of 600+,

different temperatures for some of the

Scott Rodgers is particularly looking

showers, for example, a cool shower

forward to another Open champion-

could be denoted by a Duŝo with a
blue paddle cover and spray plate.
Undertaken by the council ’ s Direct
Works department, the renovation,
from strip out to completion, took
slightly over 2 months and progressed
with no unforeseen problems. The facility reopened to the public on Monday 3rd March 2014 and has been in
almost constant usage to date. Initial
comments back from users has been
extremely positive and Scott Rodgers
and the Local Management Group are
delighted with the result. “ It ’ s abso-

lutely brilliant! The showers look really
smart, they ’ re in-keeping with the
rest of the facility and they are positioned at a real adult height. ” The
Duŝo also figures in the staff changing
area so Scott has also had firsthand
experience of how the shower performs, “ it ’ s great ” , he enthuses.
So pleased is Scott that he has already made suggestions to the manager at Dundee Ice Arena for them to
duplicate the installation there.
Craig Nicholson is also extremely
pleased with the outcome and positive
responses from the Centre Manage-

For more information about the Horne
Duŝo shower column please visit:
www.horne.co.uk/Sectors/Leisure/

Open wet room for gents

Private cubicles for ladies
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